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Collo Lab Analyzer

The future
of quality
control

every liquid
has a unique
fingerprint



TOTAL QUALITY
CONTROL
Collo Lab Analyzer is a next generation dielectric liquid
analyzer, unlocking a new level of quality control. It
provides a holistic real-time view into the behavior of
liquids.

The Collo Lab Analyzer’s unique capabilities enable
smooth, simple, and cost-effective quality control. Because
of its ability tomeasuremultiple variables simultaneously,
you can easily compare liquids to baselinemeasurements
to see howdifferent or similar they are.

Collo recognizes deviations in quality instantly, so you
can check and ensure product quality in real-time and
at every step.

EVERY LIQUID HAS
A FINGERPRINT
The Lab Analyzer detects and displays a unique liquid
fingerprint for each liquid instantly, providing real-
time insights into its quality. The Lab Analyzer can
measure up to 8 parameters at the same time,
providing comprehensive understanding of liquid
quality.

The Lab Analyzer uses a dielectric sensor to extract
data from any liquid of any viscosity or dry mass –
from thick slurries to chemicals and pure water.

Collo’s novel measurement technology is so sensitive
that it can distinguish even very slightly differing
liquids from each other.

collo analyzer: for
every type of liquid

CREATEYOURGOLDEN
STANDARDFORQUALITY
Collo can create a personalized liquid fingerprint
quality control method for your system by
customizing it to match your products, control points
and baselines. Test protocols are then conducted to
develop an analytical model for quality control. The
Lab Analyzer’s continuous & real-time measurement
enables comprehensive and instant results for faster
analysis, speeding up your quality control.

Measure the overall quality of your process
continuously and catch quality anomalies in real-time.
Collo offers the devices, support, training and analysis
needed for total quality control.

Detectanomalies
inreal-time

Gain comprehensive and real-time
understanding of quality for every
type of liquid with the same sensor.

Suitable for all liquids, from thin to thick,
with any viscosity or dry mass.
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QUALITY ANOMALIES
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CIP CHEMICALS

MILK SALTS CREAM

MILK, 3% FAT

WHEY CREAM

ORANGE JUICE

MILK, 0.7% FAT

ENERGY DRINK

APPLE CIDER

WATER

RAPESEED OIL

COLA DRINK

WHEYCONCENTRATE

OLIVE OIL

Analytics

Liquid Analyzer

Total Quality

AI


